THEATER STAGING SOLUTIONS
Staging Concepts’ staging systems and products are designed to maximize the functionality of any performance
setting. We specialize in building modular stages to seamlessly look and feel permanent. Our customization
options can maximize the functionality of your theater space while giving you the capability to choose a system
that perfectly matches your venue. We build equipment of the finest quality, requiring no tools, making it easy and
efficient for set-up and take-down
Whether products are needed for a small choir room, community theater or professional performing arts center,
Staging Concepts will provide the ideal equipment to match the project and exceed your expectations.

Around the Stage Applications
Portable Staging
Standard and custom platforms are used to design
portable stages that lock together to create a quality
and durable performance surface.

Sound Mix Area

Acoustical Shells
Reflecting sound evenly throughout the stage and
toward the audience, acoustical shells add vibrance
and elegance to any performance setting.

Orchestra Pit Fillers
For theaters needing more performance space or
seating, pit fillers can be customized to fit the exact
size and shape of a stage making a seamless surface.

Seating Risers

Stage Traps
To store props and scenery between acts, stage
traps are durable solutions to provide copious
amounts of usable space below the stage.

Seating Wagons
Designed to provide additional audience seating
to any size venue, a customized wagon allows users
to quickly and easily move seating to storage.

Orchestra Pit Fillers
Stage Traps

Seating Risers
For a semi-permanent seating solution, seating risers
can be easily setup in modular configurations, making
the venue highly flexible for a variety of performances.

Sound Mix Areas
To control audio and lighting during performances,
often a sound mix area is needed near the back of the
house. Often it’s constructed of multiple platforms.

Catwalks
To suspend lighting and staging equipment, and
assist with behind-the scenes efforts, catwalks are
constructed as elevated platforms above the stage.
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ELEVATE YOUR EXPERIENCE
Performing art centers, theaters, and auditoriums demand durable
and high-quality equipment, and we can perfectly fulfill this need.
We look forward to discussing your theater needs.

We elevate all people’s abilities to safely access and enjoy amazing life experiences.
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